Precise Timing in HEP
Sebastian White, CERN/U.Virginia June 17, 2021

•Time measurement in Astronomy and HEP
•pileup induced backgrounds at colliders
•technologies for HL-LHC pileup mitigation
•new technologies beyond current HL-LHC
•Signal processing/ASIC design for timing
•Summary and Outlook
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Time measurements in Astronomy

Olaf Roemer, "Demonstration touchant le mouvement
de la lumiere trouvé par M. Römer de l' Academie Royale
des Sciences,” December 7, 1676
Ole Roemer measures (w help from Huygens) speed of light

1974 discovery by Hulse and Taylor of binary pulsa
at Arecibo , Puerto Ric
First experimental test of Gravitational Radiatio
prediction by Einstein.

Ironically exploring idea of Galileo to use moons of Jupite
for time measurement
Galileo’s last invention was “pendulum clock”.

Taylor, J. H.; Weisberg, J. M. (1982)
"A new test of general relativity – Gravitational radiation and the binary pulsar PSR 1913+16".
Astrophysical Journal. 253: 908–920

.
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timing in HEP current events
FNAL g-2 unblinded clock frequency Apr. 2021

“CP violation in B-meson decays
Ashton B. Carter and A. I. Sand
Phys. Rev. D 23, 1567 – Published 1 April 1981
“I don’t understand this sudden interest in B physics
What was wrong with A+ physics?”- M. Goldhaber

recent LHCb CERN seminar 08.6.21

.
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A Few years before B-physics,
New physics/heavy avors== “prompt” leptons

“prompt muons”
signal from extrapolation to
zero decay length

“direct electrons”
electron signal: not from pi0 decay
photon conversion
4
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Historical aside:

fi

Fast Timing and Vertexing with MicroPattern Detectors (Si)
Roughly concurrent w new Heavy Flavor mesons (w picosecond lifetimes) was technology that could enable
picosecond domain.
“Neutrino Flux Monitor”,Heijne, Jarron et al.,1976
November Revolution, c-quark, 1974
Upsilon, b-quark, 1979
A.B.Carter&A.I.Sanda, CP violation in b decay, 1981

le by Nobu Unno, KEK, updated June-August 2015 by Erik Heijne

miniaturization of sensor pattern (and required FEE)
CERN in ‘70s

•enabled precision vertex measurement
•but also lowered CD and response time
(this was purpose of work at CERN on NFM)

• but, ultimately, HEP accessed picoseconds w vertexing
(and timing used instead for pid)

SLAC

•not until last 10 years that micro pattern detectors->
Picosecond timing
(more below)
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looking to the future of timing at LHC
New Particle Searches

Pileup Mitigation
Main focus on pileup mitigation -> “hermetic timing”
(nb: these upgrades will likely bene t LLP’s etc)

certainly a role in searches for
Long Lived Particles,etc.
displaced vertices, delayed showers…

This is the topic of rest of this talk
Excellent TOF pid in ALICE (140m2 stable op 10 yrs
and <60 psec timing since 2017) and LHCb not covered here.

LHC
CDF/Tevatron
“up to pileup of 6”
www2.pv.infn.it/~ifae2006/talks/
ModelloStandard/Vallecorsa.ppt

vertex association
for pileup mitigation

fi

ff
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vertex and “event time” :
e ective if dt~10’s of picosec

—>

The Origin of timing for pileup mitigation @LHC
FP420- “proto-collaboration”
• extend Roman Pot coverage to 420m -> access to low mass (eg 125 GeV Higgs)
• enable ATLAS and CMS RP physics @ higher luminosity (with pileup rejection)
“The FP420 R&D Project: Higgs and New Physics
with forward protons at the LHC”
178 p report submitted to JINST in 2008
by 150 authors (including yours truly
including TOF of leading protons

• hard to use vertex tracking for pileup rejection from 420 m
•
•

dt(pleft-pright)=2*zvertex/c
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down the beam pipe
however accepted protons all have same velocity
so left-right proton time di erence—> vertex position(z)

current example: CMS Barrel Timing Layer :
April 2021 U. Virginia test beam at FNAL
CMS Barrel Timing element:
57mm long LYSO bar w 57mm long
LYSO
w SiPM
(left and
right)
SiPM(left
(left
and
right)
57mm
longbar
by 3mm
LYSO:Ce
bar with
SiPMs
and
right)

dt(SiPM)-> position
taverage(SiPM)-> event time
SiPMleft

LYSO

SiPMright

<—x position of track—->

position derived from dt is a subsidiary measurement

<—x position of track—->

8

“On the Correlation of Subevents in the ATLAS and CMS/Totem Experiments
(in 2007, while on FP420, I did HL-LHC IR space-time simulation)

, SNW, arXiv:0707.1500v3 [hep-ex]

• Clearly more powerful pileup rejection
if could use taverage of protons and associate
with vertex time in ATLAS/CMS

• surprisingly, both ATLAS and CMS
ECAL’s had demonstrated adequate
time resolution in test beams
•never got much traction in FP420
but Joel Butler and Joe Incandela
encouraged pursuing for CMS upgrade

possible error ellipse

-> I joined CMS

”
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Tools for fast timing
•

not then clear whether any sensor
technology available to get required
~30 picosecond time resolution.

•

but in those days (roughly 10 years ago) it
was surprising how many of the tools already
available

•

clock distribution

•

waveform digitizers (Scopes,DRS, SAMPIC)

•

high BW electronics, etc. (NINO..)
T.Tsang& SNW- sub 10 picosec jitter clock distribution-stabilized optical ber
(yellow box familiar tools for laser physicists). Also FEL tools for few fsec.
see FP420 doc. g 120

fi

fi
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Sensors for Fast Timing
MIP Hermetic Timing

Calorimetry

•

SPACAL: many interesting developments in
Calorimeter timing- eg demo by SPACAL that timing
—>electron/hadron discrimination(never exploited)

•Whatever timing Calo provides of physics
objects, the workhorse to time to vertices is
charged particle timing/tracking.

•

PHENIX EMCAL: doubled as Hadron pid by TOF

•

ATLAS ZDC: achieved <100 picosecond timing on
neutron showers

•CMS (and ATLAS) MIP timing detector
upgrades provide large coverage MIP timing to
time tag vertices.

•

Medical imaging (PET): long interest in timing low
energy Gammas. Favored LYSO:Ce crystals w SiPM
readout.(adopted by CMS as Barrel Timing Layer
technology for MIP detection)

CMS/ATLAS technology choices have already been made.
• Low Gain Avalanche Diodes for endcaps
( hi rad doses and particle density).
• LYSO/SiPM (see slide 8, above) for CMS Central region (Barrel).
These are fully described elsewhere.
I focus below on technologies not ready when the train left
the station.
11

for most of CMS rapidity op
• requires attention to field un
CMS Timing Upgrade• much recent HyperFast Silic
• new packaging w. Bert H
Endcap Sensors• latest Hi-BW transimped
ACES2014)
๏LYSO not feasible for timing at large |η|
LGAD
•

Lessons from
slides from L. Gray presentation of CMS TDR, 2017
note that all technologies based on Si w internal gain

Updates on beam results (Fig. 2.5)

Rise Time, Jitter, ∆t (irr)

very preliminary look
detector edge
ed

๏

Investigating two sensor types, both Si

3e14 -6°C
unirr

3e14 -20°C

1e15

•
•

“Low Gain Avalanche Device” - LGAD
1e15

• Rise time ~500 ps,
slowly decreasing with V

Deep-depleted APD - DDAPD

๏Both achieve necessary timing resolution

• Similar jitter values as
before irradiation
achievable at 3e14 (15LGAD demonstrated acceptable timing after
20 ps), but much worse
More info in backup
3e14 n.eq. dose, functional devices to 2e15 at 1e15
3e14 -6°C

•

-20°C
(timing study
pipeline)
unirr in the3e14

•
3e14, -6°C
445 V

DDAPD irradiation results inconclusive

irradiated

σt = 28.2 ps

irradiated

firs

UFSD baseline for
reference design

1e15, -15°C
620 V

3e14, -20°C
430 V

DDAPD

ta
ed

non-irradiated
σt = 56.2 ps

Hig
It has

σt = 20 ps

S. White
N. Cartiglia / J. Lange

2 irradiation
• ∆t: Good Gaussian behaviour also after
• Some tails at -20°C due to waveform fluctuations

Lindsey Gray, FNAL

Direct charged particle detection in17SI with internal gain.
•Low gain avalanche technology (“reach through”)since 1990’s.
•In late 1990’s 2 US companies promoted “deep depleted”.
•DDAD gain up to 103 !!.
•HPK investigated but considered dif cult.

BTL: “Off the shelf” technology from PET22/11/2016
imaging.

Jörn Lange - 50 µm LGAD Gain+Resolution
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•Ideal granularity 1 cm2 tile -> 3*57 mm bar (slide8).
•dif cult/expensive to get uniform tile response.

In 2017 full consequences of rad dam to both technologies not full appreciated.
fi
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ACES2014)

Deep Depleted Avalanche Diodes

CD=0 pF

•we started DDAD development in ~2011
•Collaboration w. Rockefeller, Princeton (McDonald),
BNL and “Industrial Partner”- RMD
edge structure
these
•In 2014ofexpanded
to include CERN, Delhi, U. Penn.
High field•ItSibecame
complicated.
a local RD50 activity: “Si w internal gain”
It has been difficult to evaluate
CD=22pF
•Device Simulation using Silvaco at Delhi
w. laser model
•“HFS”(hyperfast..) name to distinguish from UFS.

very
preliminary
look
at
timing
on
L.
Gray, CMS
TDR presentation
(continued)
Endcap
Sensors:
Deep-Depleted
APDs
detector edge

๏Deep depleted APD read out through
capacitatively coupled mesh

•
•
•

Silicon is biased, image charge read out

•

Operates at high gain / high voltage

Gain layer and drift region overlap
Mesh serves to stabilize E-field shape over large area
for good performance over whole device

๏20 ps resolution achieved on 8x8mm2 nonirradiated device

mapping
Distribution
๏HFSNo conclusive
resultsLandau
yet for irradiated
devices vs. muon data impact position

(ringing removed
first look at edge behavior
w. new LVPS)
very •In
encouraging!
~2015 we overcame non-uniformity by developing
“capacitive readout” using MMegas mesh from RD51.
take small difference of
edge behavior from bulk
with grain ofHFS
salt was not ready for CMS upgrades:
•In those days Dark Current impact anticipated
timing algorithm
preliminary
•but loss
of gain due to rad surprised many
small pulse
height
•Dif
cult distortion
to get vendors willing to invest in this tech.
18

Lindsey Gray, FNAL

see HFS NIM article : “Deep di used APDs for charged particle timing applications: Performance after neutron irradiation”,
Vignali et al,NIM v 949, 162930 (Jan 2020)
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2019.162930
ff

fi
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PICOSEC in RD51
• MicroMegas mesh solved remaining time vs.
position non-uniformity in the HFS sensors

• with Capacitive readout->timing on induced Q

on a conducting mesh from charge motion in Si

•e

ective reduction also in CD

• many interactions w Saclay/Orsay where
SAMPIC developed (Delagnes, Breton)

• Giomataris and co. provided the mesh but also

isochronous
photoelectron
production

ideas to bring picosecond timing to gas
detectors

• World record holder (Microchannel Plate PMT)
many parallels w PICOSEC. see following

ff
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We proposed as RD51 Common Project in 2015.
Rapid development from single ~1cm2 cell test beam and laser studies.
Quest for robust photocathode

Early testbeam result
using MCP as t0
<25 picosec jitter!!

rst transition
from single cell
-> scalable to large area

many papers as of 2019
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connection with Industry
•

PICOSEC concept captures many bene ts of
MicroChannel Plate design

•

small TTS arising in transition from
PhotoCathode-> gain region

•

we hoped to bene t from HPK’s work w
academic partners on “GasPMT”

•

in Feb 2016, Giomataris and I visited HPK
research director Suyama-San

•

HPK sagacious about pc robustness

•

o ered engineering help if solution found

•

RD51 PICOSEC &HPK compared CsI pc’s - our
e ciency similar

Principle of MCP
When used as MIP detector
collect Cerenkov light
from 3mm Q window

very fast!
often used
HPK R3809U
for t0

even w. DRS @FNAL
we get ~10 picosec
t0 resolution
somewhat better w.
20-40 GSa/s scope
see “Timing performance of a
Micro-Channel-Plat
Photomultiplier Tube
J. Bortfeldt et al., NIM 96
April 202
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2020.163592

fi

fi
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PICOSEC future:
•

major Silicon advocates have agreed that this is natural path
for large area a ordable timing (single photoelectron<50
picosec resolution, MIP<25picosec)

•

R&D in PICOSEC addressing whether also for harsh
environments like HL-LHC (pc development)

•

regarding industry: opposite of LGAD and LAPPD

•

multipad Version 1 results-> 32 picoseconds muon time resolution

Multipad version 2 preparation for 2021 test beam

our own production @CERN, Saclay,Hefei
(for pc, fabrication tolerances, FEE)

•

rather than wait for next version from fab.

•

note application more like CMS barrel than Endcap. PICOSEC
advantage that large pixel->25 picosec vs. struggle for low CD.
“4D tracking” not what you want when particle density low.

•

Nevertheless eventual link w industry could be a good thing.

ff
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Developments which may enable new timing applications
•

“spectral sorting”: for underground scintillator-based neutrino detector optimal->
Scint light for Energy resolution, Cerenkov light for directionality (critical bkg
reduction). Challenge to work w both independently. Frequency or timing
discrimination(Scint is slow, Cerenkov prompt).
“Spectral Photon Sorting For Large-Scale Cherenkov and Scintillation Detectors”

Tanner Kaptanoglu, Meng Luo, Ben Land, Amanda Bacon, Josh Klein(Pennsylvania U.)
Dec 21, 2019, 22 pages, Published in: Phys.Rev.D 101 (2020) 7, 072002
•

•Similarly, it has long been realized that if fast component of BaF2 could be isolated it would
make a good timing calorimeter. see, eg “Slow Scintillation Suppression in Yttrium Doped
BaF2 Crystals” , D. Hitlin et al., https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/ielaam/23/8438570/8233169aam.pdf
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Modeling and Signal Processing
detailed mapping of single p.e. response at Saclay Laser lab

•

in parallel with hardware development,
better understanding of detector physics
has always been critical

•

guides gas choice, physical tolerances, eld
con guration

•

in early days role of preamp cation in “drift
region” to suppress di usion part of design

•

Today detailed modeling tools reside w
Spyros T. and friends.

•

Similarly, Optimal Signal processing will
guide best design of digitizing electronics.

reproduced in detector model and “explains”
testbeam MIP performance

fi

fi

fi

ff
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Towards a readout System
Not clear whether any available ASIC optimal
but wide literature out there:
• NINO discriminator +Q integrator for walk.
• TOFHIR : 2 Disc thresholds on leading edge+ Q integration.
• CERN picoTDC (use Time-over-threshold for Q?)
• various Hi-density waveform digitizers
•w. ~5 GSa/s sampling (SAMPIC, DRS..)
• ETROC1 ASIC w partial sampling.
Actual optimum may depend on application and environment
-ie pileup, noise…
PICOSEC has an extensive library of digitized waveforms, which
will be used to evaluate options.
I have been working with a similar library to develop tools for
CMS’ TOFHIR2 development (barrel LYSO/SiPM readout).
discussed in following slides.

electron peak

ion tail

• in PICOSEC we worked exclusively w digitized waveforms.
• Timing info primarily in electron peak.
• May want to clip tail at high rates.
• Use only e-peak for walk correction.
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The CMS MIP Timing Detector Challenge
How to maintain timing performance over 10 years
despite SiPM damage:
• annealing and cooling (key role of
ThermoElectricCoolers) lowers DCR
• Aggressive baseline restoration in ASIC to suppress
Dark Count noise

***CMS Collaboration. A MIP Timing Detector for the CMS Phase-2 Upgrade. Technical Report CERN-LHCC-2019-003. CMS-TDR-020, CERN
21

Signal Processing to deal w Pileup and Dark Count Noise
baseline restoration.
Signal processing algorithm, ie:

h f (t) = f (t) -f (t + dt)
mitigates timing degradation
due to dark count noise

 


Examples of delay and subtract
for dt= 0.25, 0.5 , 1.0 nanosec

A Few applications: Discrete Fourier TransformRemote inspection of Noise Characteristics

( CERN<-> CIVIDEC)

Same plot (ie noise spectrum)
veri ed by E. Griesmayer(Cividec)- SPICE

our test beam noise spectrum

SiPM waveforms before/after Digital “Brick Wall Filter”

After the fact removal of pickup noise
from rf environment @ C. Joram lab at CERN
“brick wall lter”

fi

fi
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CMS LYSO/SiPM Testbeam data
analyzed
using transfer functions extracted
from CADENCE
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Test beam Sensor data Analyzed using ASIC Model
I will discuss data from
this setup (used LRS scope)

UVa Test Setup

3 LYSO SiPM
bars covering
full anticipated
range of DCR

MCP for t0

(Dark Count Rate)
for HL-LHC

22 picosec!

Reality check: Achieve Nice result Under Day-0 HL-LHC
conditions using full waveform analysis —22 picoseconds!
https://indico.cern.ch/event/904342/contributions/3817313/attachments/2017654/3372597/TBanalysis_2020_snw.pdf
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How does ASIC perform on these data? 3 relevant nodes
TOFHIR2 ASIC developed at Lisbon/PETSYS

To answer this
DL1

meaningfully need to

->iout(t,1)

know how
iin(t)->iout(t,1) or iout(t,2)

iin(t)->

This is called the
transfer function, H[t]
depending on correct
nominally
Dl1->0.5ns
Dl2->25 ns

description of DL1,2.

->iout(t,2)
DL2
26

Probe CADENCE model to get “lightweight” code for xfer Functions
Compare to full CADENCE for
extreme cases

Probe nodes at Disc
inputs to show circuit
response linearity
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The “ad hoc” model to process Iin[t] from SiPM

R

C

C

R
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A word on signal processing on Digitized Waveforms:
Implementation of delay and invert:
In ASIC the delay line is approximated by
an RC network->successive Low pass lters

hardware Implementation:

software implementation
of subtracted signal

InverseLaplaceTransform[1/(s + a)^n*(Exp[-20 s] - Exp[-40 s])/s, s, t] // FullSimplify

fi
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An example from CMS Timing Upgrade Detector(BTL)
capturing transfer functions
to model ASIC signal processing
Input waveform
(SiPM output current from LYSO sensor)

ISiPM
120 GeV p beam/FNAL
Digitized waveform

ASIC response to input current
signal
at various nodes
1)Charge integrator
2) trigger discriminator

150

200
time—>

250

300 nsec

Model used by LIP/PETSYS for CADENCE sim
F.Corsi et al., IEEE NSSMIC.2006.356076

3) low threshold Discriminator

Transfer Functions from CADENCE
or simple RC networks (this work)
(collaboration with T. Niknejad/LIP)
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Full CADENCE compared to this work(“ad hoc”)

Illustrative Application: How accurately does ASIC capture full Q?
ISiPM or Iat Q input(a.u.)

transfer function: ASIC input vs. output (Q)

rms/mean=2.9%

t (nanosec)

ratio of signal integral at Q to full signal

ASIC integrates Q input over 25 nsec

Demonstrates that Q accuracy (for “Amplitude Walk Correction”) of ~5% achieved for a real data set.
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PICOSEC testbeams are fun and productive
HPK MCP ’s
+3mm Quartz
(measure ~4 picosec)

HyperFastSilicon(HFS)
64 mm2 (AC coupled DD-AD)
(measure<20 picosec)

80 mm2 MMegas-based
“PICOSEC”
(measure<25 picosec)

10 pad “PICOSEC”

HFS

RMS=19 picosec

MCP

Ne/C2H6/CF4

32

2017 PICOSEC Testbeam Picnic
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Summary/Prospects
•

Tradition of attaching time measurement to observations with ever increasing precision.

•

sometimes with unexpected consequences.

•

Productive interaction at CERN among RD51, RD50 & microelectronics group.

•

In RD51/PICOSEC dynamic “blue sky” environment.

•

Since Silicon with internal gain is so widely used it would be good if generic activity @RD50
also continues.

Sanskrit equivalent of The Riddle of the Sphinx:
Riddle contest between a Yaksha and Yudhishthira

Q:What is happening?
A: What is happening is TIME.
35

BACKUP
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thanks to Milind Diwan for this reference
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